Abstract-3GPP is investigating uplink transmit diversity alternatives for High Speed Uplink Packet Access. This paper studies closed loop beamforming transmit diversity where NodeB determines transmit antenna weight vectors and additional feedback is used for signaling the optimal weights to the user equipment. The used transmit antenna weights are signaled back to the NodeB in order to ensure correct decoding. This approach is benchmarked against the results where the used weights are not signaled back to the NodeB. Performance is analyzed in various conditions on system level against the performance without uplink weight signaling. The results show that signaling the used weights increases the performance over the case without uplink signaling especially with higher bit error rates. However, uplink weight signaling requires additional signaling bits which may not be justified if weight feedback bit error rates are expected to be low. Additionally when uplink weight signaling is used, even if the weight signaled in downlink were correctly received, signaling errors can happen in uplink which also will result in incorrect decoding at the NodeB.
INTRODUCTION
The Third Generation Partnership Project's (3GPP's) Releases 5 and 6 took major steps toward enhancing packet data capabilities of cellular networks by standardizing High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) evolutions [1] . In Releases 7, 8 and 9 a set of new techniques has been added into HSPA standard, such as dual cell HSDPA and HSUPA, downlink MIMO (Multiple Input, Multiple Output) and discontinuous reception and transmission.
A study item for HSUPA Closed Loop Transmit Diversity (CLTD) [2] was opened in 3GPP in 2010. This study item covers the study of uplink (UL) beamforming transmit diversity schemes with channel state feedback, hence the studied schemes are called closed loop transmit diversity schemes. Note that closed loop beamforming based on channel state feedback have been specified for the downlink (DL). Due to increasing demand of higher performance also in the uplink, diversity techniques were considered as potential performance enhancement for HSUPA.
In our previous study on performance of absolute and recursive feedback methods with CLTD we concluded that both 2x2 beamforming feedback methods are capable of providing gain over the 1x2 baseline in simulated conditions [3] . However, the recursive feedback method was shown to suffer from larger performance reduction with signaling errors. In this paper we summarize and benchmark a single stream dual pilot closed loop beamforming transmit diversity uplink weight signaling concept with pilot channel pre-coding where the used weights are signaled back to the NodeB in an effort to reduce the effects of downlink signaling errors.
The study is conducted with the help of a quasi-static time driven system level simulator and the simulations are done under the 3GPP assumptions. The remainder of this document is organized as follows: In Section II, the system model is presented and the basic transmit diversity method is introduced briefly. Section III describes the feedback schemes in detail. Section IV summarizes the simulation assumptions adopted in this study and section V presents the simulation results. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.
II. CLOSED LOOP BEAMFORMING TRANSMIT DIVERSITY WITH PRE-CODED PILOT
As explained in [4] , the diversity transmitter which employs beamforming can provide two types of gain; coherent gain from beamforming and incoherent gain from mitigation of channel fades, i.e., the classical diversity gain. If the radio channels of different transmit antennas are highly correlated, which typically is the case in small hand-held devices, they can be used to form a beam and the coherent gain becomes dominant [4] . Beamforming can be seen as a form of spatial filtering which separates the signals of different User Equipment (UE) that are spatially separated. Due to this spatial filtering the interference seen by the NodeB is lower than without beamforming, especially in heavily loaded cells.
In the presented transmission scheme, illustrated in Figure  1 However, since the branches combine over the air, the traffic to pilot ratio ed/ c is set as E-DPDCH power over the total power on DPCCH1 and DPCCH2. That is, the two pilots are transmitted with half of the power allocated to a single DPCCH in non-Tx diversity uplink transmission. The SINR calculation for the studied closed loop beamforming scheme with pre-coded pilots is presented in [3] . The algorithm used for selecting the weight vectors is described in the following subsection.
A. Weight Vector Selection Algorithm
The phase offset between antennas is implemented by applying a beamforming weight to each antenna. The 
where H l (k) is a 2x2 matrix of channels between transmit and receive antennas for the l th multipath in the k th slot. The calculation is done to all of the links in UEs active set and the weight resulting in the highest power is selected. The antenna weights are selected from a set of four vectors. Each weight vector is defined as where it is assumed that
The weight selection is calculated and applied on a slot by slot basis. To select the correct weights, the NodeB evaluates the SINR with each of the weight possibilities based on the received pilots. The transmit antenna weight vector that would have maximized the SINR in the current slot is selected for the next slot. However, an additional two slot delay is assumed in applying the weights in the transmitter to model the delay of feedback signaling. Thus, the total transmit antenna weight delay is three slots.
It should be noted that the NodeB is aware of when the phase has been changed and can thus maintain optimal channel estimation. If the UE is in soft handover, the weights selected by the serving NodeB are used in the transmitter and the selected weights are signaled in the uplink to inform nonserving NodeBs about the used Tx weights. It is shown in [5] that most of the beamforming gain can be captured by using a codebook of four weights.
III. FEEDBACK METHODS
Two distinctive feedback methods are investigated in this paper; the absolute and the recursive feedback method. In the absolute feedback method, the information for the whole beamforming vector, i.e. 2 bits, is transmitted in every feedback period whereas in the recursive feedback method, one bit per feedback update period is transmitted. For the recursive feedback method, the feedback bits of the current and previous periods are combined to form the pre-coding vector. This approach has potential to offer increased tolerance against individual signaling errors and, in addition to requiring less signaling bits per time slot, would be the motivation for using such a scheme.
The use of pre-coded pilot means that channel estimate for the demodulation is directly available from the channel estimate. However, the non-beamformed channel needs to be calculated in order to derive the channel for feedback calculation. The receiver uses the already signaled beamforming weight to solve the non-beamformed channel. The applied beamforming weight in the transmitter is not necessarily the same as the assumed one in the receiver if feedback error occurs and the receiver is not aware on the feedback error. This results in error propagation for both of the feedback methods, but the memory effect is shorter with the absolute feedback method.
A. Recursive feedback algorithm
The recursive feedback method was adapted from downlink Closed loop mode 1 -transmit diversity [6] and is defined as follows:
In each slot, UE calculates the optimum phase adjustment, φ, for antenna 2, which is then quantized into Q φ having two possible values as follows:
where: 
B. Error propagation with the investigated feedback methods
The following section provides a simplified description on how a single weight signalling error propagates with the absolute signalling method:
1. NodeB signals the weight vector which should be used to the UE.
2. A signalling error occurs and the UE uses the sub-optimal weight vector for transmission.
3. NodeB receives the transmission and bases its next weight vector on the channel estimate from the transmission with sub-optimal weights.
4. The UE receives the weight vector correctly, but the weights are based on the sub-optimal transmission and as such the following transmission to NodeB is also suboptimal.
5. NodeB receives the transmission and bases its feedback on the channel with correct weights. The error is corrected.
With recursive feedback method, a single weight signaling error propagates as follows:
1. NodeB signals the bit which is used to refine the weight vector to the UE.
2.
A signalling error occurs and as the most current weight vector bit is erroneous, the UE uses the sub-optimal weight vector for transmission.
3. NodeB receives the transmission and bases its next weight vector bit on the sub-optimal channel estimate.
4. The UE receives the latest bit correctly, but as the bit is based on the sub-optimal transmission and also the erroneous bit the NodeB previously signalled is still used, the following transmission to NodeB is also sub-optimal.
5. NodeB receives the transmission and bases its feedback bit on the channel with sub-optimal channel estimate.
6. The UE receives the bit correctly and both bits used by the algorithm are now correctly received, but the bits are still based on the previous sub-optimal transmissions. As such the following transmission to NodeB is also possibly suboptimal.
7. NodeB receives the transmission and bases its feedback bit on the channel with sub-optimal weights.
8. NodeB receives the transmission and bases its feedback on the channel with correct weights. The error is corrected.
C. Uplink weight signalling
The investigated approach aims to eliminate the use of suboptimal channel estimates in the weight selection by adjusting the currently used estimates based on the difference between the original calculated signalling bit and the bit signalled back from the UE. This approach reduces the signalling error memory effect, but does not improve the already sent data transmissions, thus completely removing the error effects. As such the expected performance is not on par with the completely error free results, but the investigated approach should still offer visibly improved performance. The investigated approach is relatively straightforward and requires few additional NodeB resources compared to the feedback methods, namely the mechanics for comparing the signalling bits and channel estimates for recalculating the new weights are needed. However, the bi-directional weight signalling introduces new challenges in terms of additional signalling resources and possible uplink signalling errors. For the purposes of this study the uplink signalling errors and signalling overhead are not considered as the focus is on investigating the upper bound of achievable performance.
IV. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS
This study has been performed by using a comprehensive quasi-static time driven system simulator. The simulator has been utilized in the past in various international publications as well as supporting 3GPP standardization work, see, e.g., [5] [7] . This simulation tool enables detailed simulation of users in multiple cells with realistic call generation, propagation and fading which are adopted from [8] and updated according to 3GPP requirements.
A. Quasi-static Simulation Approach
The term "Quasi-static" approach means that UEs are stationary but both slow (log normal) and fast fading are explicitly modeled. Fast fading is modeled for each UE according to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) channel profiles [9] and with a jakes model modified for chip interval. Statistical confidence is reached through running multiple drops, i.e., independent simulation iterations. In each step UE locations, fading, etc. are randomized but the statistics are gathered and averaged over all drops.
B. Simulation Assumptions
Main parameters used in the system simulation are summarized in TABLE II. For the simulation scenario a wraparound multi-cell layout, illustrated in Figure 2 , is utilized. The purpose of the wrap-around is to model the interference correctly also for outer cells. This is achieved by limiting the UE placement around the actual simulation area, but replicating the cell transmissions around the whole simulation area to offer more realistic interference situation throughout the scenario. In Figure 2 the actual simulation area is highlighted in the center. UEs are created to the scenario according to uniform distribution which results into some cells being more heavily loaded while others can be even empty.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Average user throughputs for ISD 2800m with different cell loads and feedback methods are shown in Figure 3 and Figure  4 . The figures show that the investigated uplink weight signaling approach can offer improved performance with both of the benchmarked feedback methods. When 0% downlink feedback BER is assumed, the uplink signaling approach provides identical results, which is to be expected. However, when BER value is increased, the uplink signaling performs increasingly better. The difference in performance can be seen already with the error rates below 10%, which are likely within the expected relevant error rate limits. It can be also seen that the improvement is more noticeable with the recursive feedback method, which corroborates with the more drastic error specific propagation with the said method. Figure 5 illustrates the 10 th percentile user throughput with recursive feedback. It can be seen that for users in poor channel conditions the benefits from improved error correction are most tangible, in numerous cases improving performance compared to the case without uplink signaling by up to 10-15%. However, these results are obtained without any uplink signaling errors and as such present the upper bound on achievable performance.
As previously investigated in [3] , both beamforming feedback methods provide gain over the 1x2 baseline results. VI. CONCLUSION This paper presents and benchmarks an uplink weight signaling approach for two different feedback methods for closed loop beamforming transmit diversity in various conditions against the performance without uplink signaling. The results show that the benefits from improved error correction can lead to noticeable gains, in numerous cases improving performance compared to the case without uplink signaling by up to 10-15%. The difference in performance can be seen already with the error rates below 10%, which are likely within the expected relevant error rate limits. It can be also seen that the improvement is more noticeable with the recursive feedback method, which corroborates with the more drastic error specific propagation with the said method. However, these results are obtained without uplink signaling errors and as such present the upper bound on achievable performance. Additionally, even though the investigated uplink signaling method is relatively straightforward, a new bi-directional weight signalling is needed and as such introduces new challenges.
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